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You are running your own business and your networking is 

notworking, or notworking well enough.  

This book has tactics to help you if you don’t know how, don’t 

meet the right people, are introverted, or any number of other 

commonly cited reasons for networking notworking.  

If that’s not why you’re reading the book, you must be family or 

close friends (thanks for getting a copy mum). 

Seriously though, you’re busy running a business so you don’t 

have much time to read this book, unless it’s worthwhile. 

The good news, this book will help get you more profit from 

your networking and you don’t have to read all of it. I’ll repeat 

that, this book is written so you don’t read it all (you can if you 

really want to). You might then read more another month or 

recommend it to another business owner. 

The bad news, 20% of people1 who buy self-development 

books, don’t even read this far. Worse still, most people who 

read self-development books don’t put into practice the ideas 

they got from them. 

So, as you are in the top 80%, I’ve made it easy to get what 

you need from the book. Rather than read to the end, just 

answer the questions (honestly), follow the instructions and 

take the actions. 

Interested? Keep reading                     Bored? Close the book. 
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Throughout the book are ACTION points, you’ve just got to do 

them and then carry on reading. Self-development happens 

when you act, shelf-development is when your book just sits 

on the shelf. #shelfdevelopment #yourchoice 

 

 

 

 

 

There are four main sections to the book: 

1. The marketing your networking relies on (red margin, p4) 

2. Business Networking Groups (blue margin, p28) 

3. Open Networking (orange margin, p65) 

4. Networking Relationship Management (purple margin, p75) 

You’ll be guided to your most relevant pages, when you 

answer the questions in the book.  
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You’ll skip pages as you’re pointed to the most important 

ideas, for you. So, you get more time to do something about 

those ideas and start putting them into practice rather than get 

stuck reading lots of “interesting ideas”.  

Trying to do too many things at once is a common problem 

when people try to change the way they work. The result, they 

achieve nothing! Focus on less, deliver more. 

Ninja networking means quietly moving from 

place to place, where it’s most effective for 

you to be and only doing what is most 

important for you to do.  

The best results don’t always go to the loudest 

people! 

Let’s try… 

 

You want your networking to be more profitable 

False – save time, close the book, go get more business 

True – read on 
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The basic marketing your networking relies on. 

First, an important reality. If your networking is notworking, you 

may need to fix some basic marketing issues first.  

Networking relies on marketing and communication, more 

importantly second hand communications between third 

parties. Hence the importance of basic marketing. Be honest 

with yourself as you work through the following questions, then 

put into place any changes you need to, before carrying on 

reading: 

1. Networking Objective: You know exactly what you 

want from your networking, and what it’s worth to you. 

Without a networking objective (how many leads, at 

what price) you can’t put the right effort into your 

networking (too much, or too little, time and money). 

Without knowing what you are selling to/ through your 

network, you won’t be able to position your marketing 

correctly. If you have clear networking objectives keep 

reading, if not turn to page 6. 

2. Dream customer: You know exactly who benefits most 

from your product/ service and who you want to sell to. 

You can describe this dream customer succinctly. True, 

keep reading. False, or not sure, turn to page 8.  

3. How you describe your dream customer: People 

recognise themselves, and others, in the way you 

describe your dream customer. Your description also 

helps them realise you understand them. True, keep 

reading. False, or not sure, turn to page 10. 
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4. Why your audience buy: You know how your dream 

customer describes the ‘pain’ they suffer when they 

need your product/ service. True, keep reading. False, 

or not sure, turn to page 14. 

5. Marketing relevance: Your marketing (leaflets, social 

media profiles, conversations, website etc) is relevant to 

your audience and uses their language and style. True, 

keep reading. False, or not sure, turn to page 18. 

6. Credibility: You include quotes/ testimonials/ case 

studies from your dream customer, written in their 

language and they reinforce your other marketing.  

True, keep reading. False, or not sure, turn to page 21. 

Action: Get your diary out, create an appointment with 

yourself for a year’s time where you will revisit these 

questions. You’ll be surprised how much you’ll be able to 

change and improve. 

Great, you’ve passed the marketing basics. That’s not to say 

you’ve nailed marketing, but it’s a good start. It’s a good idea 

to refer back to this section as your experience and offer 

develop and change.  

Ready to start improving your networking? Turn to page 25. 
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You don’t have a clear networking objective. 

Having a direction to head in and knowing why you’re 

bothering will help you get there. If not, you’ll probably stop 

half way when it gets harder and feels like ‘it’s not working’, 

won’t use the resources your objective deserves, or you’ll 

never be clear enough with yourself and your network about 

what you’re doing. 

The effort we put into something is normally relative to what 

we want from it. You’re still putting effort into reading this book, 

hoping it will deliver good results. It won’t: you’ll deliver the 

results; the book just points you in the right direction. 

It’s no good saying ‘I want to sell more, and hope to do it 

through networking’. What do you aim to sell, and what’s it 

worth to you? For example: 

• I want to get three referrals a month from my network, 

and that’s worth £750. 

• I want to get 20% of my business through networking, 

that’s worth £20,000/ year and will also save me time 

and money I currently spend advertising. 

• I want to connect with 5 new leads a month that qualify 

for my gold service, converting 2 of those is worth 

£1,000 a month. 

Action: What do you aim to get from networking and what’s it 

worth to you? Write it down. 
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When you valued your objective you had to consider what you 

sell, maybe ‘your gold package’, ‘new distributors’, 

“workshops” etc. Without knowing what you aim to sell, you 

can’t value it! What’s more without knowing what you are 

selling, you won’t be able to position your marketing correctly. 

What are you trying to sell?  

Paul wasn’t selling enough of his services through his 

networking group. After a few months he started to get 

despondent and added products to his range, hoping to 

sell those instead and earn more money. 

He didn’t sell much of his extra product, and even less of 

his main service, his group were unclear about his offer. 

Eventually he dropped the extra products, changed his 

approach to networking and checked people understood 

what he was selling, then he started to get better results. 

 

Check what you’re trying to sell makes sense, explain it in a 

couple of sentences to five people, check they understand. If 

so, it’s time to move on. If not, refine your thoughts. 

You now know what you’re selling, how many you aim to sell 

and roughly what that’s worth to you.  

If you know who benefits the most from your product/ service 

and can describe this dream customer succinctly, return to 

page 4 and answer the next question, otherwise keep reading. 
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You offer a product/ service and you are not completely clear 

who benefits most from your service, in enough details that 

you can describe them succinctly. 

Good marketing is incredibly clear on who it is aimed at; less 

effective marketing is more general about the people who 

benefit from it. Good marketing is more readily recognised and 

understood by your dream customers as it uses their exact 

language (and other preferences). 

Networking relies on word of mouth, making it even more 

important to be clear on who you help. Your message will get 

degraded as it passes from one person to another. If you ever 

played Chinese whispers as a child, it’s like that! 

If you ever find yourself saying “I can help everybody” with 

your product/ service you might be right, but it’s bad marketing! 

When you talk about your offer being for specific types of 

people, it helps people hear and act on your words. 

Write your answer to these questions (there may be several 

answers to each question). 

1. What type of person has benefited 

most from your services?  

2. What type of people have you enjoyed 

working with the most?  

3. What type of people do you 

understand the most? 

4. What type of people do you 

have credibility with? 

Scan or click to download the 

dream customer worksheet  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_whispers
https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/target-audience-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=Print&utm_campaign=click
https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/target-audience-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=Print&utm_campaign=click
https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/target-audience-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=Print&utm_campaign=click
https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/target-audience-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=E&utm_campaign=click
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Consider your answers and condense them so that you can 

describe some or all of them in one coherent sentence that 

people will understand. For example:  

Andy works with graphic designers who work on their 

own, are looking to grow and want to employ their first 

two members of staff.  

 

You can test your dream customer by asking yourself four 

questions. 

 Would your dream customers recognise themselves 

from your description? 

 Do they accept the description and their place in that 

group? e.g. you might be group dustmen and lawyers 

together as they both deal with rubbish, but they might 

not accept that grouping!  

 Are there enough people to profit from this group? 

 Can they afford you, at the price you need to sell? 

If you can answer these four questions positively, you’ve made 

a good start. Otherwise download the dream customer 

worksheet and keep refining your dream customer.  

For more help about targeting your audience, read ‘The Go-To 

Expert’ (Townsend, H. & Baker, J. 2014). 

If people recognise themselves and others from how you 

describe your dream customer return to page 4, otherwise 

move onto the next page. 
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People don’t recognise themselves, their problems, or other 

people’s problems from your description. That means they 

don’t know you can solve them! 

Your potential customers need to know you understand them, 

or they won’t bother listening or trust you. Saying things in the 

same way they do will help them realise you understand them. 

Otherwise you sound like all your competitors, making the 

same old statements, however much better you are! 

Different professions, demographics and types of people have 

different ways of describing the same things. If you talk about 

things in the same way as your customers, they are more likely 

to believe you understand them. 

Getting referrals relies on your network spotting potential 

customers for you; knowing your customer’s language will help 

your network find you referrals. 

Speaking your customer’s language will help you sell more. 

How do you find your customer’s language and 

words? 

How do they describe their aspirations, pain and normal daily 

activities? What interests, special groups, qualifications, 

awards etc. do they have, or regard highly? What acronyms do 

they commonly use? Make a start by listening and listing them.  
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Then go further and interview some of your 

dream customers (with the promise that you 

are not going to sell to them, you want to ask 

them about their success).  

A rolling programme of interviews 

doesn’t take long (15 minutes, once 

or twice a week), provides a lot of 

information and keeps you up to date. This research 

programme improves your marketing and ability to do your job. 

What do you do with this information? 

Your website, leaflets and any other marketing material should 

use your customer’s language, not yours. Even worse is the 

flowery language of a poor copywriter who doesn’t understand 

you, let alone your customers, and isn’t even using your 

words! Conversely a good copywriter is an invaluable asset.  

How does this relate to networking? 

Describing issues your audience have in your 121s, your “one 

minutes” (or longer presentations) you might get to give to your 

network will help contacts understand what referrals  

Networking relies on a verbal version of your leaflets, website 

etc. If what you say to your network isn’t aligned with your 

other marketing material you risk appearing inauthentic.  

Several years ago, I was in a weekly networking group, 

with about 25 others. We passed quite a bit of business 

between ourselves and welcomed new members.  

Click, or scan, to download the 

informational interview 

worksheet to make it easier. 

 

https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/informational-interview-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/informational-interview-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/informational-interview-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/informational-interview-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
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Robert joined, but after a few months complained that he 

wasn’t getting any referrals. He asked the group for help 

and was shocked when somebody said to him:  

“Robert, you’re a great guy, but you’ve changed the 

description of what you do so many times and it’s 

something I don’t understand, even though I’ve tried. I 

can’t pass referrals to you! What’s more if I did 

understand, I don’t know how to tell my contacts you’re 

good at what you do”. 

He didn’t change his approach and stayed for another 

month before leaving. A year later I met him in another 

group, where he was getting business.  

He had changed his presentations to be clear, consistent, 

precise and included testimonials from happy customers. 

What’s more I discovered from regulars in his new group 

that he asked them to describe what he did, so he would 

know if his messages were landing (they obviously were).  

 

There were three valuable lessons in Robert’s unfortunate 

story:  

1. the people you network with must understand how you 

can help the people you want referrals to 

2. testimonials build confidence in what you do 

3. be consistent, don’t keep changing how you help 

people.  
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The other valuable point from this story is to use people in your 

group to get feedback on how you’re doing. 

Never ask “how was my message”, instead ask specific 

questions like “who is my dream customer”, “what do I solve 

for them”. You’ll hear their interpretations of your words; which 

is information you can use to refine your marketing. 

Action: Review the networking presentations you give to 

ensure you are describing things in your customer’s language, 

that your other marketing material does the same and those 

you network with can understand it. 

If you know exactly how your dream customers describe the 

‘pain’ they suffer when they need your product/service, return 

to page 4; and answer the next question, otherwise keep 

reading. 
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You don’t know how your dream customers describe the ‘pain’ 

they suffer when they need your product, or you don’t use it in 

your marketing.  

People buy because they want to avoid something they don’t 

like, or get something they do want.  

Personally, I hate marketing which is all about the “pain” 

people suffer and hate it even more when that marketing offers 

an easy solution to a hard problem. But considering ‘pain’ 

helps to you get clear on how you’ll help people, even when 

you explain it more subtly.  

When you describe, in their words, what your dream 

customers are struggling with when they should contact you, 

you get their attention as they’re likely to think “she already 

understands me”. 

You need your network to recognise that pain in their contacts. 

Recognising these ‘triggers’ is an important part of getting 

referrals (and sales). 

How to get these amazing nuggets of information 

• Interview your dream customers (sp.  

existing customers)   

• Ask questions relating to your service 

• Listen carefully to their 

words as they answer 

• Write down their words, not 

what you think they should 

say! 

Click or scan to download the 

prospect pain worksheet and 

make it easier. 

 

https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/prospects-pain-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/prospects-pain-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/prospects-pain-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/prospects-pain-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
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You need to ask things to understand what makes your 

prospects buy, for example: 

About the person: 
 

• What do they want? 

• What are their goals? 

• What are their values? 
 
Ask questions about what they 
want/ aspire to, looking for 
common themes in your 
audience. 

Objections: 
 

• What are their 
biggest objections to 
buying your service? 

 
You may already know the 
answers. These answers 
can also help deal with 
customer objections before 
they even raise them! 

Pain 
 

• What are their biggest 
challenges? 

• What are they feeling 
when they need to buy 
your product? 

• What makes them need 
your service? 

• What do they hate about 
needing your product? 

 
Look for emotions and feelings 
they don’t like, relating to the 
problem you solve.  
 

Fears 
 

• What happens if they 
don’t buy your 
product? 

• What are their biggest 
fears (related to what 
you do?) 

 
 
 
 
Look for emotive issues 
they worry about, which you 
can solve. 
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List the results of your interviews, making a special note of 

common words/ phrases, and those that involve emotions.  

Group the words/ phrases together and arrange them so you 

can see which groups of words go with which parts of your 

offer. Then you’ll have different ways to talk about different 

parts of your offer, so you don’t have to repeat yourself every 

week. The grouping you’ve done will make it easy for you to do 

that, yet remain consistent with your messages. 

You now have a rich set of material (that you can keep adding 

to), covering how people feel when they need different parts of 

your offer. You can use this to enrich all forms of your 

marketing, adding some of them to your website, leaflets etc.  

When you are networking use some of these 

words to describe those who need your 

services (perhaps pick a different phrase each 

meeting). You can use these in your ‘one-

minutes’, your ‘one to ones’, and 

during open networking. Using such 

rich, emotional, material will help 

members of your groups to 

recognise your potential clients and pass them to you as 

referrals.  

Paul is a fitness trainer who started to realise the many 

different ways people felt when they needed to get fitter. 

He specialised in middle aged people who were 

overweight and wanted to feel better. He started using 

phrases like: 

Click or scan to download the 

prospect pain worksheet and 

make it easier. 

 

https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/prospects-pain-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=et&utm_campaign=click
https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/prospects-pain-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=et&utm_campaign=click
https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/prospects-pain-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=et&utm_campaign=click
https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/prospects-pain-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
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“Feeling too lazy” 

“I hate that my trousers were getting tighter” 

“I was feeling older than I should have” 

“I felt disgusted with myself, as I couldn’t even be 

bothered to walk to the shops” 

“I was using the car all the time, never walking” 

His contacts recognised themselves in these phrases 

and more importantly recognised that their contacts were 

saying the same kind of thing. He got an extra 2 clients a 

month. 

 

You can get more information on this subject from chapter 

three of “The Go-To Expert” (Townsend, H. and Baker, J. 2014). 

If your marketing (leaflets, social media profiles, your 

conversations, website etc) is of a style relevant to your 

audience and uses their language, return to page 4; otherwise 

read the next page. 
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Your marketing (leaflets, social media profiles, conversations, 

website etc.) uses a different style to your audience and 

doesn’t use their language. 

If your marketing doesn’t have a consistent style people will 

think you are not the ‘real deal’. Your style includes: 

• The way you say things 

• The images you use 

• The colours you use 

Colour and images 

Language is important when persuading people, but colour 

and image can make them reject you before they even think 

about listening to you.  

Derek is an Accountant specialising in helping builders. 

He made many contacts through networking; but they 

never came to anything. 

His website had nothing “builderish” about it, the images 

were general stock photos of no real relevance, and the 

colours were pale lilac. 

He changed the colours to a more stereotypical 

masculine dark blue (sorry, I wish that wasn’t true), and 

changed the images to show building sites and tools. 

Before he even changed the words, more of his 

networking contacts were coming back to him. 
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He later realised, by asking some of his network, that he 

didn’t seem to be the real deal with inconsistent 

networking messages and website. 

 

A good designer will understand this and help you. I’m not 

suggesting you have a new website, or change your branding 

before going networking, but small tweaks may make a huge 

difference. Key points to look out for on social media, leaflets, 

etc. are: 

• Is the message clearer and stronger than your logo? 

Your logo is not the important selling feature (unless 

you are selling on behalf of a well-known big brand that 

provides assurance that you’ll deliver to your audience). 

• Your images are relevant and recognisable by your 

audience. 

• Your colours are consistent and suitable for your 

audience 

Having spent time thinking about your colours, use them 

consistently. Only using two to three complimentary colours, or 

different shades, of your main colours on your marketing 

material will enhance your brand. Visit thedesignangel.co.uk 

for more free design and branding ideas. 

Some networkers even wear clothes in those colours (or at 

least a tie), bringing digital, paper and person all into one. 

 

http://thedesignangel.co.uk/
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Concise headlines 

Concise headlines are important when giving a presentation. A 

clear headline that appeals to your dream customer will help 

catch their attention.  

An often-undervalued point about being in a weekly business 

networking group is ‘test marketing’. You can try a headline, 

gauge the reaction and if it didn’t work return to your normal 

one next week.  

Leaflet headlines should be similar in style to the verbal 

headlines you give when networking. 

Social Media Profiles 

Do your profile pictures and the way you talk on social media 

reflect the way you dream customers talk and act? Having a 

similar style will help you. 

Action: Review the styles your dream customers use, and the 

styles your (successful) competitors use to speak to them. 

What do you need to adapt?  

If you include recent quotes/ testimonials from your dream 

customers in your networking, using their language and this 

matches your other marketing, return to page 4 and answer 

the next question, otherwise keep reading on the next page. 
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You don’t create trust and credibility with your marketing. 

One of the biggest things missing from many the marketing 

arsenals of many networkers are testimonials. Not glib 

sentences like “Amanda was amazing – Mrs S of Sunbury”; I 

mean believable testimonials that align with key elements of 

the offer, get used in your marketing and are up to date. 

When did you last use a recent testimonial in your 

networking? 

Using a different testimonial each week in your ‘networking 

introduction’, would mean your presentation was always fresh, 

powerful and made you feel good (which makes it easier to 

say).  

Did that recent testimonial highlight a specific element of your 

offering, rather than vaguely saying how good you were?  

Imagine you’re talking to a networker who is very interested in 

one element of your offering and you tell them about recent 

testimonial that makes them realise you do the specific thing 

they want. Won’t that be better than them understanding that  

somebody else thought you were ‘good value for money’ (or 

any other general statement)? 

The testimonial process. 

Set aside thirty minutes, every week to help you grow your 

business, get happier clients and possibly save yourself from 

losing unhappy clients. 
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In that 30-minute slot, phone (or meet) at least one client and 

ask how you are doing, what’s going well, and what could be 

improved.   

If it goes well you learn something about your offering, get a 

testimonial (even if you don’t use it) and leave your client 

remembering the part of your offering they are happiest with.  

If you’re even luckier you discover something your client was 

unhappy about, before they get to the point of leaving! That’s 

not bad for thirty minutes work! Make it a weekly habit and 

speak to another client(s) each week.  

If you have transactional rather than ongoing customers, you 

could build the discussion into your post sales process. Ask 

every customer at the same point in the sales process, where 

they are happiest with how you helped them. That’s probably 

just after you finished your work and before you invoice them. 

The testimonial questions 

Use your own words, but get each of these points answered, in 

this order and keep your questions simple and clear. 

1. How was it for you? Ask how the purchase/ service etc 

worked out. You’re simply checking they are happy. 

2. What was the best part? You want to know what, 

specifically, made them happiest. You’ll learn what 

makes your clients happiest, record their language. This 

will give you a ‘real’ testimonial, rather than simply 

‘you’re wonderful’. If the unlikely event that they’re not 
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happy, don’t ask any this, or the following questions, but 

focus on improving things. 

3. What did you worry about before we started? Before 

buying something important virtually everybody worries 

about the purchase in some way. If you find out what 

your clients worried about, you can adjust your 

marketing, reduce those fears and get more people to 

sign up. 

4. How did that work out for you? This follows from the 

last question. You learn what they worried about, and 

how they didn’t need to. This will help you reassure 

somebody else worrying about the same thing, in the 

words of a client. It’s also great to use when networking. 

5. What would you say to somebody else that was 

worried about…/ looking for…? This may reinforce the 

answer to question 4, or give you another positive 

statement from them. 

6. The write up - Would you be so kind as to write that as 

a testimonial for me on LinkedInR? 

7. ‘I know how busy you are, so I’ve taken the liberty of 

writing up what you said, as it was so helpful to me’. 

Happy clients always agree to write a testimonial, but 

only one in twenty do it! They’re busy, forget, or things 

get in the way. So, this step is important. Follow up a 

week later, offer them a written version of what they 

said and tell them they can change any bits they like. 

Most will simply look at what you’ve written and agree to 

you using it as a testimonial (if it reflects your 

discussion).  
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Having up to date testimonials to use in your networking allows 

you to get attention and create credibility. Putting these 

statements into your marketing allows you to deal with ‘FAQS’ 

(frequently asked questions), cover things buyers worried 

about before working with you and how they needn’t have 

worried as you were brilliant. 

Using this testimonial catalogue when networking, will help you 

demonstrate points, answer questions, and make you more 

memorable. Using the testimonials when you get to present to 

a networking group can be very powerful. 

It’s time to focus on networking now by moving onto the next 

page, but first… 

Action: Create a rolling testimonial process in your business, 

so each month you interview two clients and update at least 

one testimonial, then use it when networking.  
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Networking. 

It feels good when you introduce a business owner you know 

to somebody who needs their services. When they do it for 

you, you’re getting business through networking. 

If your networking consists mainly of: 

~ attending open networking meetings (or you want focus on 

this) – turn to page 65. 

~ going to business networking groups (or you want focus on 

this)– turn to page 28 

~ you rarely, if ever, attend meetings (or don’t really want to), 

but still want to improve your networking - turn to page 75. 

~ if you’re not sure, keep reading 

When business owners meet (for whatever reason), they get to 

know each other better, can develop more trust and get to 

know what each other sell.  

Networking groups help this process. They range from 

business networking groups (meeting solely to pass referrals), 

to meetings whose purpose may not even be networking, but 

the ‘open networking’ can be very effective. 

Business networking groups meet specifically to pass 

business to each other. Some meet weekly with a structured 

approach, some fortnightly with a tight agenda, and some have 

less structure. Bodies like the Chamber of Commerce, FSB, 

etc. also run networking meetings for their members.  
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Most of these meetings give you a chance to stand up and 

introduce yourself to the room (your ‘elevator pitch’), as well as 

talking to each other (‘open networking’). 

Open networking happens where similarly minded business 

owners are together in a room. Normally there is no formal 

structure and it’s up to you to introduce yourself to people. 

Bodies like the Chamber of Commerce, FSB, etc. often run 

meetings based around training, a speaker, or a legal update 

etc. where open networking naturally occurs.  

 

Professional bodies (ACCA, CiM, etc.) have meetings where 

open networking occurs, although it is not normally the reason 

for the meeting. I belong to the Professional Speaking 

Association and although most members ‘compete’ in one 

sense, they network, discuss and share business 

opportunities. 
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Any sort of meeting that could allow you to discuss business 

with potential contacts could be classified as open networking.  

But what is networking? 

Networking is managing your contacts with the aim of getting 

something you want. That may sound selfish and harsh, but 

bear with it for now. I’ll return to it later and it’s the opposite of 

how it sounds.  

You might do your networking mainly through the meetings 

described above, or you might do the bulk of your networking 

without ever going to meetings. 

If your networking consists mainly of: 

~ attending open networking meetings (or you want focus on 

this) – turn to page 65. 

~ going to business networking groups (or you want focus on 

this)– turn to the next page  

~ you rarely, if ever, attend meetings (or don’t really want to), 

but still want to improve your networking - turn to page 75. 
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Your networking consists mainly of going to business 

networking groups (or you want to focus on this) 

The owners of many small businesses improve their bottom 

line by going to business networking groups.  

• Good news - you can earn more. 

• Less good news - networking is far more than turning 

up at a networking group. Let’s fix your networking 

group first, and review strategy later.  

When networking your main job is to make it really easy 

for your network to be able to refer you to their network. If 

they like and trust you, they can then refer you. 

The infamous elevator pitch 

  

Most groups get you to pitch to the room (often called an 

elevator pitch), your time to introduce yourself to the room 

(varying by group from 30 seconds to 2 minutes).  

Each person stands up (you do stand, don’t you) in turn and 

gives their ‘pitch’.  
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Do you get a little bored listening to them all? WARNING - this 

maybe how they feel listening to you!  

 “Michael always looks bored as we go around the room; 

often plays on his phone, it annoys some of us, not that 

we’ve told him. We have all said if he doesn’t care about 

us, why should we care about him” 

 

If you look bored when people talk, others become less 

interested in you. Actively listening to the other presentations, 

will help you get listened to, and you’ll learn more.  

What does listen actively mean? 

Active listening is (being seen to) listening with a purpose and 

doing something to achieve it. Ask yourself some of these 

questions to hook you into listening and learning:  

• What are the key points of their message? 

• Who are they looking for (who’s their dream customer)? 

• Who do you know that might be interested?  

• What are the good things about their message? 

• What annoys you about their message? 

• What can you learn from their performance?  

Your answers may help you change your message, or present 

differently. You might give feedback to them (one to one, and 

only if they want it), which could improve your relationship. 

Most importantly listening could help you realise you share a 

dream customer, opening the way to working together. 
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If your introduction is brilliant, skip to page 33, otherwise keep 

reading. 

Making your ‘elevator pitch’ stand out: The most common 

problem is that the ‘40 second round’ (as elevator pitches are 

sometimes called) get boring, so some people try to attract 

attention to themselves. Unfortunately, they do it in odd ways 

and get remembered for the wrong things. You want to be 

remembered for the right thing, right? How about simple clarity 

of message, well spoken, as a way to stand out? 

What’s the most important part of your message? You may 

want to attract the attention of people who want certain things, 

so they talk to you (have a “one to one”). Maybe your aim is to 

make people in the room buy today’s special offer. What do 

you want to achieve, this week? It won’t be clear to your 

audience, unless it’s clear to you. 

How do you help people? This needs to be explained clearly 

enough for group members to recognise in other people (if 

you’re to get any referrals). Using similar words that clients use 

before (and after) you help them is the clearest way to do this. 

If you were interested in changing your marketing, which of the 

following would be more likely to get you to act? 

“I help people improve their branding so they create more 

brand recognition and improve engagement metrics” 

“If your logo is attracting the wrong sort of customers, 

have a one to one with me” 
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If you’re bored saying it, we’re even more bored listening! 

Some people say the same thing week in week out. They were 

told the “right” words; they never vary them and sound bored!  

 

You can’t sound bored of your own product if you want people 

to buy it! Add a short example of a client you helped last week, 

to vary your presentation and yet stay consistent. Saying 

something you’re proud of also makes it easier to remember. 

What’s more, stories help people understand your message.  

Are you nervous and ‘fluff’ your lines? Lots of people worry 

about fluffing their lines, thus ensuring they do! Don’t try to use 

‘clever’ phrases, stick to something simple and don’t worry if 

it’s ‘too short’. Nobody complains if a speech is too short, 

they’re always unhappy when it’s too long. Another tip to help 

with nerves is to always stand up, using the seconds as you 

stand to take a deep breath and calm yourself, then wait a 

second before speaking. Talking while you stand doesn’t help 

your nerves, and distracts people from hearing your words. 
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Don’t read your speech, it makes you 

more likely to get it wrong! Stick to a 

simple formula. If you need to practice 

several times, practice several times. Never 

‘wing it’ and never read from a script 

(how does it sounds if you know 

your own business so poorly that 

you can’t remember it?).  

If you really struggle, try writing some simple notes (I’m talking 

20 words here) in large print as a memory jogger.  

ACTION: - Download, and use, the ‘elevator prompt’  

In summary 

A good clear, interesting, elevator pitch will break the 

‘monotony’ of a whole string of poor ‘one minutes’.  

You’ll refine these presentations later in the book, but this will 

start to improve your chances of getting better results from 

networking meetings.  

Most importantly, don’t get hooked into the belief that a 

perfect ‘elevator’ presentation is the most important thing 

you can do at a networking meeting – it is not! Talking to 

people, understanding them and building relationships 

are more important. 

 

  

Click or scan to download the 

basic elevator worksheet & 

make it easier. 

 

https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/basic-elevator-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/basic-elevator-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/basic-elevator-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/basic-elevator-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
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Getting group members to know and trust you 

Networking groups can be very powerful, but the real magic 

happens outside of the networking meeting.  

The people in the group need to know more about me and my 

service. 

False - My results are good. Turn to page 38 

True - Read on 

You won’t get business from people who don’t trust you. One 

to one meetings can help you develop trust and knowledge. 

 

A “121” is a meeting, somewhere convenient, where you 

explain what you do, and they explain what they do. It’s 

common practice in many networking groups. 

It’s your choice, is your objective developing a relationship, or 

selling your services? If you want to sell to people in the group, 

your meeting will be more about selling than relationship 

development (although good sales people also care about 
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relationships). I’ll deal with these two vastly different objectives 

later, but for now get your 121 meetings started. 

Arrange meetings with people most likely help you achieve 

your objective first, rather just meeting everybody in your 

group.  

Two acronyms will help you have more productive 121s, one 

deals with before the meeting, and one after.  

• PAR – stands for Prepare, Agree, Rules. It is about 

preparing your meeting so it’s up to PAR. 

• ARC – is about your follow up. Act, Review, Confirm 

PAR. – Before the meeting, get your meeting up to PAR 

• Prepare– Ten minutes reviewing their website, LinkedIn 

profile, and other marketing material will make the meeting 

more productive. It shows professional respect and makes 

it easier for you to talk to them (important point for 

introverts). What extra things do you want to know, what 

questions do you have about their services. Contact them 

the day before, confirm the meeting is convenient. 

• Agree – What’s the purpose of the meeting, when and 

where you’ll have it, how long it will last (an hour is 

common). Meeting just after, or just before, a networking 

event can save time but often means you get interrupted 

by other people arriving/ leaving. It often makes large parts 

of the discussion be about the meeting not you. 

• Rules: Agreeing some ground rules will make the meeting 

more productive; confirming the length of the meeting and 

objectives is always sensible. If you’re both intending to 
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explain your business to each other, agree up front how 

long you’ll speak for and how you’ll know when it’s time 

to change. This may sound formal, but it’s better than 

driving back fed up because they talked for an hour and 

you didn’t get a look in (this happens far more often than 

you’d imagine!). If you don’t get a chance to get your 

message over, it’s your fault not theirs! The timing problem 

is easily fixed with a prearranged alarm on your phone.     

 

Don’t waste time at the beginning discussing who goes first! 

Many meetings waste 10 minutes on the the ‘you go first, no 

you go first’ discussion then lose sight of the objectives. Some 

people think offering to go second makes them seem nicer, it 

doesn’t – it’s just wasted time! Who goes first isn’t relevant if 

you’ve agree the ground rules. Flip a coin if you really need to! 

A time saving tip can be to have a virtual one to one before the 

real one. A phone or Skype call can cover some of the basics 

and allow you to decide if a face to face meeting is worthwhile. 

Some networking groups build mini 121’s into the meeting, but 

don’t let them replace ‘the real thing’.  
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In your meeting 

There are three things that normally go on during the meeting 

1. Their ‘pitch’. They tell you about their product/ service. 

Start by explaining what you already know (in short 

summary form), ask one or two good questions, then let 

them present any extra material they want to. This 

shows respect and will mean they’re more likely to listen 

to you, as well as saving time.  

2. Your ‘pitch’. In your time you probably want to give 

information about your product (who it helps, how it 

helps them and what makes it different), as well as 

information about you and your company. It is a good 

idea to ask what they already know first, especially if 

you’ve had a 121 with them before. This allows you to 

learn if your marketing is any good, if they got things 

wrong, your marketing needs improving. Then you can 

concentrate on the missing bits or the bits that interest 

them the most. If they’ve given you a good explanation 

of your product, ask them what parts they think are the 

most useful. 

3. Group discussion: Discussion about the group and 

why you like it can be good ‘small talk’. Beware, it’s 

very easy to turn the 121 into a moan about the group 

(and people in it), don’t go there! This will get you 

known as negative person (no, that’s not a realist!) and 

won’t help you sell more. If the group needs improving, 

make it a separate discussion. If you really don’t like the 

group, leave, don’t bitch about it.   
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ARC – After your meeting, to get the most from it 

 

• Act – Do what you said you would do while you were 

having the meeting. It’s a good idea to summarise these 

points before the end of the meeting, but more 

important you do them. You are representing your 

brand (and a brand is nothing if it’s not a promise), so 

deliver on it. 

• Review – What can you learn from the meeting, what 

would you change, what worked well and how did the 

actions go? The only failure is failure to learn. Is it 

worth meeting again? 

• Confirm – Confirm, to them, that you have taken the 

actions you said you would. If you don’t confirm, they 

may not think you’ve completed your actions, so in their 

eyes you’ve broken your brand promise (even if you 

didn’t). 

Action- Start arranging 121 meetings with those in the group 

you get on with best and are more likely to want your services. 
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What is your networking style? 

There are two main ways of benefiting from a networking 

group; sell to people in the room or get referrals from them.  

Some business owners sell a lot to group members and get 

few referrals. They normally sell things that people readily 

need (products, or some services).  

Others get lots of referrals and few direct sales. They often sell 

services that people don’t realise they want (e.g. coaching).  

Where are you on the networking matrix?  

The networking matrix, on the next page, shows four types of 

networker. Consider yourself, your results (to date), where you 

think you should be. It will help suggest what you might to 

improve your results. 

To position yourself on the matrix consider: 

1. Do you have high, or low, sales to the group? 

2. Do you have high, or low, referrals from the group? 

Plot yourself on the matrix, then consider the actions you 

should take. Also consider other people you know and why 

their tactics may be different to yours (what could you learn?). 

Some examples are shown in the matrix; if your profession is 

listed in the matrix and your performance is different, consider 

what actions you should take.   
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The networking matrix 
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 Great networker 

 
To save time & perhaps 
go to less networking 
meetings, go to page 75. 
If you think you should be 
selling more to the group,  
go to page 40  
 
You probably offer something a 
small number of people need 
(and maybe don’t realise they 
need). People from your 
networking group connect you 

with them. 

Sweet spot 
 
Sounds like you’re in the 
ideal situation. If you want 
to save time & go to less 
meetings, go to page 75. 
 
 
 
If you give a service that most 
business owners need (and 
realise they need), you should 
be here. Accountants and 
Lawyers fall into this area. 

Change tactics! 
 
For the help you need,  
turn to page 40 (the next 
page) 
 
 
 
You probably sell a service 
people don’t realise they need. 
What’s more most people don’t 
really understand the benefits of 
what you do so they don’t spot 
people who really need you.  
You need to change something 
to get more income.  

Sales expert 
 
If you’re trying to sell to 
the group, you’re doing a 
great job. Sell more by 
visiting more groups! To 
focus on getting more 
referrals turn to page 52 
Many product sales, specially 
health products fall into this 
area. Where you can, sell to 
people in the room, then 
generate extra sales by visiting 
other groups or taking on team 
members (sp. MLM) 

   Low               Sales to group members                 High 
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What do you want from your group? 

There’s a difference between networking for referrals and 

aiming to sell to group members.  

Getting referrals means getting group members to act as your 

sales team, generating leads for you. This takes longer than 

simply selling things to people in the room, as you need to 

‘train’, and motivate, the people in your group.  

The alternative is to sell your product/ service to group 

members, which is the focus of the next section. 

You want to generate more referrals from people in the group 

– turn to page 52. 

If you just want to sell more of your service to people in the 

group – read on 

Don’t allow people to “beat you up” or tell you to “sell through 

the room not to the room”. You can do well selling to people in 

the room (usually products, gifts etc). The only reason 

anybody goes is to sell more, the difference is how you sell. 

The problem is that most people (including you) don’t go 

networking to be sold to! So, direct selling must be done 

carefully, or people will avoid you at meetings. 

People buying from you is good, being “hard sold to” by 

somebody isn’t. What do you think the difference is (bearing in 

mind that others will think differently about what you do)? 
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Good networkers hate it when people: 

• Keep talking about their product, when you’re not 

interested. 

• Give you business cards before even giving you a 

chance to be interested. 

• Ring you up, even though you said you’re uninterested 

• Keep sending you unrequested emails (it’s also illegal) 

• Tell you the same information each time you meet. 

 

Before deciding to focus on selling to people in the room, 

consider this. If members of your group act as your sales 

team, and find you leads, you will get more work from the 

group than members alone can purchase. That’s why many 

people focus on ‘selling through the room’, although it takes 

longer to get results. 

If your problem is that you need to sell more to people in the 

room, keep reading.  

If it’s a (longer term) issue about getting your networking group 

to help you sell more, turn to page 52 
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I can’t sell myself in my elevator pitch (60, 40 or 30 seconds, 

whatever I’m given). 

False:- My ‘elevator’ pitches are OK, as people approach me 

and buy my product afterwards. Turn to page 44. 

True:- Read on 

To focus on selling to people in the room, you may need to 

refine your ‘pitch’ to reflect that focus. Stick with the principles 

used earlier in the book, refine them to find those ready to buy. 

The most important part of your message. Making it clear 

why people should consider buying your product.  

How do you help people, and who should buy? Make clear 

who benefits from your product, the problems they’re suffering 

with and how they’ll feel after using your product; in the 

language that a sufferer will instantly recognise. Try giving a 

short example of somebody you helped last week; a different 

example each week keeps it interesting and consistent. 

Call to action: A short phrase that is going to make somebody 

act, rather than stop and think.  

Paul sold a health product and as part of his call to action 

he would regularly offer blood pressure measurements to 

two people after the meeting (when he had his equipment 

with him). He’d then get them to try his product and 

measure again. By focusing on something many 

business owners worry about (their stressed blood 

pressure) and creating a reason to speak to him that day, 

he was always busy. 
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Use an elevator prompt. Make brief notes 

about what you’ll cover in your sales pitch 

and vary it each week – but don’t read the 

script. 

Spend a few weeks working on your 

elevator pitch, keeping it consistent 

(with slight variations). By then you 

should then know it’s working as 

members will be approaching you and asking about your 

services!  

If not, ask some group members how you help people and who 

you help (don’t ask “for feedback’, ask for the specific things 

you want to know). If they don’t get it right, it’s your fault and 

you need to improve your elevator pitch! 

If it works and your sales improves, brilliant. If you’re now 

getting attention and questions, but sales are no better it’s time 

to move on to the next step, turn the page and carry on….  

Click or scan to download the 

sales elevator worksheet and 

make it easier. 

 

https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/download-your-sales-elevator-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/download-your-sales-elevator-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/download-your-sales-elevator-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/download-your-sales-elevator-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
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False - The group understand what I do, but still aren’t buying. 

Turn to page 48 

True – I need to improve their understanding. Read on 

Selling to group members means developing trust and making 

your 121s effective sales meetings, not general chats. Focus 

your 121’s on group members most likely to buy.  

Warning: If group members think having a 121 with you is a 

disguised high-pressure selling session, they won’t want to 

meet you! It’s their belief that matters, not yours! This book is 

about results and relationships, not being deceitful. Good sales 

people care about relationships and focus on selling. 

Good sales people ask questions, rather than simply ‘push 

product benefits’. Questions allow you to deliver relevant 

information, not bore people into submission.  “I Want 

Resulting Benefits” will help you structure your questions.  

 

Remember it’s a 2-way process, listen carefully as they 

describe their offering, and business. 
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   I Want Resulting Benefits 

This structured question model focuses on their needs, finds 

which are most critical and probes deeper, so you can offer a 

solution. You don’t offer your product/ solution until they have 

asked you to, so it’s not ‘salesy’. 

I - Investigation questions. Open questions to seek, or 

confirm, information. ‘How many part time staff do you have’, 

‘Where are your offices’, ‘How often do you feel that tired in the 

afternoon’. The answers help you understand their needs and 

lead to the ‘want’ questions. If 4-5 investigation questions don’t 

unearth anything relevant, stop, they don’t want to buy! 

W - WANT questions. These follow relevant answers to the 

investigation questions and really probe for their wants, 

concerns, or desires. ‘Being tired like that in the afternoons 

must affect your ability to…’, ‘how do your part time staff’s 

reactions affect your ability to…’. These open questions leave 

them thinking about their wants and concerns. 

R - Resulting questions. Questions to look for the results and 

explore the concerns you detected earlier, to find out what’s 

most important to them. ‘Is this loss of productivity a big issue 

for you’, ‘how much does the sleep problem worry you’. Don’t 

ask resulting questions about things you can’t solve! 

B - Benefit questions. Follow up the biggest issues to find if 

they’re interested in your potential solution. “If I could solve the 

productivity issue of your part time staff, would that be of 

interest?” 
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Running your 121 sales meetings 

1. PAR Prepare, Agree, Rules. Prepare your meeting, so 

your meetings are always up to PAR and save your 

time (revisit page 34 for a refresher if you need). 

2. Start by asking questions about their offer, so they talk 

about themselves/ their offer. The answers may give 

you information you can use later. 

3. Switch. After the agreed time, switch round, summarise 

what you sell. ‘As you know I sell (brief description of 

the benefits of your product) which helps (describe your 

dream customer, so they recognise themselves)’.   

4. Ask Investigation questions: If they’re a potential 

buyer ask 4-5 investigation questions. If not spend a 

short time explaining your service and move to step 11.  

5. Ask Want questions. These open questions give 

information about their wants/ concerns. 

6. Ask resulting questions. What affects them the most? 

Explore the results of their wants and concerns. This 

makes them think about how the results of their 

problems affect them. Don’t explore concerns that your 

product/ service doesn’t solve, or you leave them 

feeling negative with no solution! 

7. Ask benefit questions. Until now you’ve not gone into 

any detail about your service; even now you’re only 

asking if they are interested in knowing how you could 

help them, so you’re not being ‘salesy’. ‘If I could fix 

(their biggest want), would you like to discuss how?’  

8. Proposal: Now you know what they want and have 

permission to talk about how you can help, come up 

with a proposal. The proposal might be they buy, or it 
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might be to continue the discussion (if there’s a reason 

you couldn’t conclude it there and then). 

9. Watch the clock: If your discussion is getting close to 

the total time you agreed, respect their time. Ask if it’s 

OK to carry on, or what other time should you set aside 

to continue the discussion. Don’t simply keep talking. 

10. Selling skills: You may already have 

great skills and should use them once 

you’ve got permission! “I Want 

Resulting Benefits” is a model which 

has helped many sales people.  

11. ARC – Your follow up. 

Immediately afterwards note all 

actions you promised to take, review what went well 

and what you would improve for another meeting, 

confirm you’ve taken your actions (visit p34 for a refresher).  

Failure is not walking away without a sale. Failure is when 

you don’t learn from the feedback. 

Action- Arrange 121s with the people in the group most likely 

to want your services. 

Once you’ve started to have meetings with people in your 

group and they understand your product (assuming it’s readily 

saleable) you should be selling more than before. 

Problem solved? Turn to page 51 

Still need to get more value from your networking groups? 

Turn the page. 

Scan or click to download the 

sales meeting worksheet and 

make it easier. 

 

https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/download-your-sales-121-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/download-your-sales-121-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/download-your-sales-121-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/download-your-sales-121-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
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The people in my networking group(s) are the wrong sort of 

people. 

False – They are your dream customer, but you’re not selling 

enough to them. Turn to page 50 

True – They won’t buy. Read on 

It’s often said the group doesn’t contain any (or enough) of the 

right people. This maybe poor selling, poor marketing, poor 

product, it may even be true that the group doesn’t have the 

right people. 

If your aim is to sell to the people in the room and you have 

reviewed your marketing, you know exactly what sort of people 

want the product you’re selling, and you can’t find those 

people in the room - it’s time to change tactics.  

You could: 

• Work at helping the group to bring in visitors (who are 

you dream customers). Many networkers find this easier 

than trying to sell ‘cold’ (especially introverts who often 

find discussing something other than their own offer is 

easier, before they know the person). If this works and 

you’re starting to sell more, go to page 52 

• Change to a group with more of your dream customers 

in it. Breakfast meetings tend to be more male 

dominated; lunch meetings often have a greater female 

bias. Groups exist of specific professions, or interests. 

Use your networking to ask what other groups are in 
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your area and who goes. Most groups give visitors two 

visits before asking them to commit, use that time 

wisely. 

• Check your dream customers go to networking 

meetings. Some networkers ‘want to meet senior 

decision makers’, but never find any in the room. If this 

your situation, you need to either: 

• use your networking meetings to find people who 

know senior decision makers (return to page 8) 

• find out where senior decision makers hang out and 

get yourself accepted into their group. These maybe 

open networking meetings, so turn to page 65. 

• amend your service so it’s more suitable for the 

people you meet, until you get more experienced, 

get some larger clients and testimonials from larger 

clients. Return to page 4 reformat your networking 

objective and for some more ideas. 

 

Action – Review your networking to refocus, as suggested 

above. 
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You’re selling to the people in your group but can’t sell enough 

to them. 

You’ve done well to sell to most/ several of the people in your 

group. Now comes one of the problems with selling to your 

group.  

There will always be some you’re not likely to sell to, maybe 

because your relationship with them isn’t strong enough, they 

don’t need your product, they’re not ready, or they may already 

have a similar solution.  

Your job is to minimise the times you don’t get on with people 

(try focusing on relationships more than selling), accept that 

some won’t be ready for a while, and focus on the ones that 

will buy.  

After that you’ve got four options. 

1. Get a regular sale to those in the group who bought 

from you (depends on what you sell). 

2. Focus on getting visitors to your group, then sell to 

them. If this works, go to page 51. 

3. Find a group with a regular supply of new members that 

you might be able to sell to. If this works, go to page 51 

4. Get members of the group to act as your sales team 

and give you referrals to their contacts that want your 

product. For help with this go to page 52. 

Action – Review your networking to refocus it as suggested 

above. 
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Well done on maximising your sales to the group you’re in, to 

get this far you have: 

• improved your marketing 

• improved your presentation skills 

• improved your sales skills 

Stepping further up from here and improving your results from 

networking means improving what you’re doing and/ or 

changing your strategy. There are two things to consider: 

1. Change your strategy so networking is about managing 

your network, where your network becomes more 

important than networking meetings, and you aim to 

create referrals. Turn to page 75 

2. Get people in your group to be your sales team (get 

more referrals), rather than them being your customers. 

Turn to the next page. This is likely to be the right option 

for you. 

 

You want to refocus your networking on people, not meetings. 

Turn to page 75 

You want to refocus your networking, so you get more 

referrals from other group members. Turn to the next page 
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I need to get more referrals from members of my business 

networking group 

Getting more referrals means tapping into the contacts of your 

group’s members and being introduced to the relevant ones. 

It’s a longer-term strategy but normally gets better results than 

simply selling to people in the room.  

If your focus is on selling to group members, turn to page 42, 

to focus on getting more referrals, read on. 

The bad news first: 

• Group members need to understand what you do, how 

you help people, how to recognise people with the 

problem you solve and how to invite you to make 

contact. 

• Your service/ product needs to be trusted. 

• You need to be trusted 

• Nobody will introduce you to their contacts if they think it 

might embarrass them. You’ll only get introductions if 

the referrer knows you’ll deal with their contact well. 

• Group members must be motivated to help you 

Your main role is to make it easy for group members to 

refer you. The first tool is your elevator pitch. 

If you’re sure your (1-minute) elevator pitches get the right 

information into the group, turn to page 54 

If your elevator pitch isn’t getting group members to ask you 

about your service/ product, read the next page. 
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I can’t get my message across in my one-minute (40 seconds, 

30 seconds) elevator pitch. 

Your elevator pitch needs to focus on referrals. 

What’s the most important part of your message? What 

type of person you want referrals to, how your contacts can 

recognise them and what makes you worthy of a referral? 

How do you help people? What problems do you solve for 

people and how do they feel after? Make it clear so that 

members recognise it in their contacts. Giving a short example 

of somebody you helped last week works well. 

Use an elevator prompt. Don’t read your 

script, use brief notes about what you’ll cover. 

Trust. How are you creating trust in 

you, and how you’ll handle any 

contacts you’re given the privilege of 

speaking to? This could be a recent 

referral example. 

Work on your elevator pitch for a few weeks keeping it 

consistent, not the same. When members start asking for more 

information, or giving you referrals, it’s working!  

If not ask some members who and how you help (never just 

ask “for feedback’, ask for specific items). If they’re not getting 

it right, you need to improve your elevator pitch! Keep working 

on getting it right! 

If feedback is good, but not your sales, turn the page ….  

Scan to click to download the 

referral elevator worksheet 

and make it easier. 

 

https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/download-your-referral-elevator-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/download-your-referral-elevator-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/download-your-referral-elevator-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/download-your-referral-elevator-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
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You’ve got a great elevator pitch, tested it and yet people in 

the room are still not buying from you. 

The people in the room don’t seem to understand how I can 

help their contacts. 

False - The group understand what I do, but still aren’t 

referring. Turn to page 59 

True - Read on 

Have referral focused 121’s to help group members 

understand how you can help their contacts, how they should 

approach the subject and learning how you can help other 

group members.  Referral 121’s have a different focus to more 

general 121s 

Two acronyms were discussed earlier (page 34): 

• PAR – stands for Prepare, Agree, Rules. Prepare your 

meeting so it’s up to PAR. 

• ARC – is about the follow up. Act, Review, Confirm 

The new part of your 121 changes how you listen to their 

offering and present your offering.  

• SAID – is about what you want to find out during the 

meeting. It stands for Sell, Ambition, Ideal, Difference.  

In case you’re wondering, it’s all about them and what they 

SAID.  
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Your objectives are to remove the barriers to getting referrals, 

develop trust in you and your ability, educate them and learn 

how you can help them.  

The biggest thing you can do to motivate them to give you 

referrals, is helping them. You’ll get more referrals when you 

start giving more referrals, so really listen to what they SAID. 

Their information 

Learning about their offer will help you find them referrals. In 

your 121 it’s good to explain what you already know about 

their offer (short summary), ask one or two insightful 

questions, and let them present the extra material they want 

to. Then ask questions that focus on learning SAID.  

• S is for Sell – What do they sell, what does their service 

do for people and how can you recognise these people? 

You can’t give good referrals unless you understand this! 

• A is for Ambition – What is their ambition for their firm? 

This is partly about getting to know the person, although it 

also can tells you a lot about their company. 

• I is for Ideal – Who is their ideal customer? This helps you 

focus on the right people in your contact list. If they can’t 

answer the question, help them by asking who they sell to 

the most and how they’d like that to change over time. 

• D is for difference – What’s the difference between them, 

and their competition?  

As you listen, think about people you know. Who might want 

their services? Who would benefit from an introduction? 

Discuss the people and agree your actions.  
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Your information  

Normally you’ll also have a chance to educate them about you 

and how your service works. Your job is to remove all barriers 

to getting referrals, develop trust in you and your ability and 

educate them. 

Plan what you want to say before the 121, 

focus it on the type of information that will help 

them find potential clients for you. Make 

it easy for them to remember what you 

SAID (what you Sell, Ambition, Ideal 

client, Difference between you and your 

competition). Complete your worksheet before your 121 and 

take a spare copy to note down what they say. 

• Sell: Give 2-3 examples of people that you’ve recently 

worked with, what their issues were before meeting you, 

how you initially handled their questions and what 

happened afterwards. Using 2-3 examples is a great 

technique, especially if they were referrals. One of the 

things most networkers fear is that they will be 

embarrassed in front of their contacts if you mess up, 

especially at the first meeting. Using examples, and 

some real testimonials will help here. 

• Ambition: Help them get to know you and your 

company, your interests and plans for your company. 

You want to improve your relationship with them, so this 

is important ‘stuff’. This can also show how you 

approach skill development, helping develop trust. 

Click or scan to download 

the 121 worksheet and 

make it easier. 

 

https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/121-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/121-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/121-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/121-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
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• Ideal: Don’t just say who your ideal client is, talk about 

them in descriptive terms so they can recognise them in 

their contacts. Explain why it’s your ideal (you create 

the best results for them) and ask who they know like 

that. It can work very well if you name specific people 

you want to be put in touch with, you never know – they 

may know them! If not, it gets the discussion to a 

deeper level when you explain why. 

• Difference: Talk about the difference between you and 

your competition. More importantly teach them how you 

recognise good (and bad) work in your profession. 

Then, they’ll be able to recognise you as expert, and 

others as not so good. 

Ellie is a photographer, who wasn’t getting many referrals 

and some feedback said her prices were too high. She 

was frustrated when she realised the quality of her 

competitors’ work was poor and that people were happy 

with those poor photos! 

Ellie realised she could either drop her prices or get her 

networking group to understand what good and bad 

photos were like.  

She didn’t want to drop prices, so focused her 121s on 

teaching people on good quality work. She would discuss 

people’s holiday photos and give tips on how to improve 

them by adding good settings and removing flaws. There 

was no selling involved and people loved the 121s!  

She started getting referrals as the 121s had helped her 

group recognise what good photos really were and 
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develop trust in her ability. Ellie went on to have the best 

months ever, at her prices. 

 

Helping people to appreciate your work should not be about 

“doing down” the competition. Educating your contacts allows 

them to make their own decisions and as you’re good there’s a 

natural conclusion. 

The biggest fear in giving a referral is embarrassment, 

nobody wants to have their contact come back and question 

why they recommended somebody. Use your 121s to help 

your group understand how you approach 

referrals (what’s the initial meeting like), how 

you quote (the whole thing, not just the price) 

and how you do the work (quality and 

approach). This will help reduce the fear. 

Getting testimonials that focus on these 

elements and using them in your 121s will 

go even further. 

Action: Download the 121 worksheet and plan how you’ll 

arrange your 121s. Set them up in advance so you don’t 

attempt to do too many in a week. Plan on doing more 121s 

with people that are more likely to be able to help you (and 

vice versa). 

 

 

  

Click or scan to download 

the 121 worksheet and 

make it easier. 

 

https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/121-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/121-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/121-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
https://inspiraction.biz/business-networking/121-worksheet/?utm_source=NN&utm_medium=e&utm_campaign=click
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The people in the room understand how I can help their 

contacts, but don’t trust me with their referrals 

False - The group trust me, but still aren’t referring. Turn to 

page 62 (although I recommend reading this section first!) 

True - Read on 

Developing more trust amongst group members 

You want your group to act as your eyes and ears while talking 

to their clients. But they won’t give you referrals to their best 

contacts unless they trust you. 

What does your network need to trust about you? 

They want to be confident you won’t embarrass them in front 

of their contacts. There are five main things to consider: 

1. do you deal with the enquiry professionally? 

2. are you too pushy with new contacts? 

3. how do you treat new clients? 

4. how good are you at what you do? 

5. are you consistent and trustworthy? 

Using specific testimonials answering these questions in your 

elevator pitches and your 121s, helps educate on the first four 

points. These are enhanced if the testimonials are from others 

in the group, visitors you invite, or done on video when you 

can present to the group. 

The fifth point needs demonstration, not discussion.  
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What helps build trust? 

It’s often said that trust takes ages to build and seconds to 

trash; not true. You can speed the process of building it, by 

delivering on promises you make to people and the group. 

Delivering on promises will speed the process. 

What can you do to help the group (e.g. set up the room, bring 

visitors), help individuals (give some of your skillset for free?), 

support new members etc.?  

Customer stories of incredible service (not good service, WOW 

service) underline the points you make, and WOW stories get 

told by other people. If you can get some of these customers in 

the room to tell them (as a visitor, or on video when you 

present) all the better. 

What destroys trust? 

After surveying many networking groups, one thing is shown to 

destroy trust more than anything else (other than breaking 

promises). 
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Why are networkers prone to talk about each other behind 

their backs? Some people think letting somebody into their 

confidence shows trust. This maybe true, but find a way that 

doesn’t involve complaining about the group (unless you’re 

also acting to fix it), or gossiping about members.  

Action points 

Build trust by delivering on promises and helping the group. 

Build trust that you will handle referrals well, use specific 

testimonials and client stories. 

Be consistent and don’t gossip! 
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I’m not getting enough referrals; the people in my networking 

group(s) are the wrong sort of people. 

When networkers say, ‘the wrong type of people are in the 

room’, they are normally in selling mode not referrals mode. 

Referrals mode means tapping into the contacts that group 

members have, so you get referrals from them (your group 

becomes your sales team).  

The real questions are:   

• do the people in the room know the right sort of people?  

• are they prepared to connect you with enough of them? 

If you’re sure about the answers you might conclude your 

networking group don’t know (enough of) the people you need 

to meet. If so, it may be time to leave your group. But before 

that, read through the next page. 

Do the people in the room know the right sort of people? 

Only working on your 121s and building relationships over time 

is going to allow you to find the answer. You can help shorten 

this process by using LinkedIn to see who your group 

members are connected to. LinkedIn’s search function can 

help you see if you have the second level connections you 

need and who is connected to whom.  

You can then test this information in your 121s, if (and only if) 

you have a good relationship with the relevant group member.  
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Are members prepared to connect you with 

enough people? 

Ask yourself, would you pass over your best contacts to other 

group members? If not, the chances are they won’t pass them 

to you either!  

The steps to unlock this problem are: 

1. Clarity: Being clearer on who you want introductions to, 

why, and how you’ll treat them. The group needs to 

know what you do and how you act. You have been 

working on this throughout this book. 

2. Improving trust. Page 59 dealt with trust. 

3. Improving their motivation: If somebody isn’t 

motivated to help you, they’re not as likely to do so. 

What’s the quality of your relationship with group 

members like? Somebody isn’t going to give you a 

referral simply because you’re in their group, they need 

to like you! One thing that helps here is the law of 

reciprocity, help group members find the contacts they 

want from your network. Most networkers don’t spend 

enough time on this. How many referrals have you 

passed to the people you’re expecting to pass you 

business?  

These steps may not be simple, or quick, but they are the 

points that deliver sustainably. 

If you’re sure you’ve done all these steps, and it’s not working, 

it may be time to make the sad choice. 
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If you decide to leave your business networking group, your 

choices become: 

• find another group where you think they will know 

enough of the people you want connections to, and you 

believe they’ll help you more. You might well wonder 

what’s different and if it’s worth it. 

• spend more time in open networking meetings where 

people know your dream customer  

• focus on managing your network more strategically and 

not using networking meetings as your tactic. 

If you want to change your networking so you focus on 

managing your network more than going to networking 

meetings, turn to page 75 

If you want to improve your use of open networking meetings, 

read on. 
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 Improving your open networking results. 

Open networking occurs wherever business owners meet. This 

may be at “networking meetings” (e.g. chamber of commerce 

etc.), or meetings of professional bodies (CiM, PSA, etc) with a 

purpose other than networking. It maybe because you’re at a 

party, and business gets discussed.  

Open networking tends to have no structure. It relies on talking 

to the right people in the room, then follow up afterwards. 

Stereotypically, extroverts are good at open networking (well, 

looking like it) and introverted people struggle more. 

Appearances can be deceptive, as extroverted people often 

talk a lot, don’t get to know people (don’t listen to the answers 

of their insightful questions) and often don’t follow up; although 

they leave the room feeling good. Introverted people can get to 

know fewer people, better. 

Key to your results is less what you do in the meeting, and 

more what you do afterwards – the follow up! 

This section covers: 

• Your purpose 

• Answering the horrible question 

• Dealing with social chat 

• Before the meeting 

• During the meeting 

• After the meeting 

• Help for those who hate open networking 
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Your purpose 

The normal purpose of an open networking event is to meet 

people and decide if here’s reason for building the relationship 

after the event. One good contact is probably better than 

twenty shallow conversations with twenty business cards. 

Having several short conversations allows you time to speak to 

other people in the room. In each short conversation your 

purpose is probably to learn enough to decide if you want to 

talk in greater depth another time: 

• Discover something about the other person (who they 

help, if there’s potential to work together, who they’re 

looking for), 

• Classify them (I know, but we all do it),  

• Explain a little about what you do and the type of people 

you want to meet (they may have just bumped into 

somebody in the room).  

This will be wrapped in a little social talk (more of that later). 

What’s your purpose for investing time in open networking? 

How to answer the horrible question. 

The most common question in open networking is a horrible 

question, hated by many and answered badly by virtually 

everybody. Three simple words will solve your problem! 

Many networkers don’t feel comfortable with open networking 

as they don’t like opening conversations and don’t like small 

talk. Once the conversation starts to flow (on business 
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grounds) they’re OK. Three words will make it easier for you to 

answer the horrible question. 

The innocuous sounding horrible question is “what do you do”. 

The usual answers are labels, ‘lawyer’ ‘accountant’ 

‘entrepreneur’, etc. These don’t answer the question (‘what do 

you do’ requires a verb). What’s more labels say nothing about 

how the person helps her customers and doesn’t open the 

conversation. You can do better! 

Personal stories engage and inform in ways that labels cannot. 

Stories can lead into valuable conversation, and as they’re 

‘real’ and ‘useful’ many people find them easier than reciting a 

dry, prepared, script. What’s more, by telling a story about 

something you really did, you’re less likely to fluff your words!   

The three words are ‘This week I....’ followed by a story of 

some of your work.  

This week I was working with a Lawyer and helped her to 

overcome her fear of dealing with staff issues 

This week I developed a new marketing campaign for an 

Accountant, and he loved it. He is using it as part of his 

plan to grow his firm by 50% 

This week I delighted a consultant when he saw the 

results from the website I built for him. 

It’s always more powerful than reciting a simple label, it 

doesn’t need preparation, just the ability to recall your best 

recent work. 
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The dreaded social chat 

Somewhere in the conversation there is normally some non-

business conversation, possibly to get the conversation going, 

perhaps to end it, and to get to know something about the 

other person. 

For some people the problem is getting the conversation away 

from social and onto business; social chit-chat alone won’t 

help your business objective.  

Opening questions like ‘I love the event, what do you think’ 

allow a more natural start than ‘I’m Fred, I’m an accountant, 

what do you do’. They are positive, most people are happier 

talking to somebody positive. They also allow you to explain 

why (business reason) you like the event, then you’re onto 

talking business. 

Many people don’t like personal conversation and find it easier 

when they have one or two snippets of life they are happy to 

cover, and a reason to then move it back to business. ‘I started 

my business as I’ve always loved helping people with 

numbers’ might be enough to start, or end, the personal part of 

the discussion as you can lead it in either direction. 

Preparation for open networking events 

• Be clear on what you do, who you help and what you 

want from networking (you covered this on page 4) 

• Have business cards ready to hand out (only if you’re 

asked for one), and a pen to write on the ones you 
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receive. Being given a card is more valuable than 

handing one out, it puts you in charge of the next step. 

• Have in mind two examples of how you recently helped 

customers. 

• Having a comfortable opening phrase will help your 

nerves, as you may need to initiate conversation with 

other people. Some people find it easier to start the 

conversation on mutual ground (e.g. the venue, the 

event, the food) that is only indirectly connected to 

business (e.g. Wasn’t she a wonderful speaker… I’m 

Gordon by the way).    

• You will be approached by other people in the room, so 

have a simple, welcoming and encouraging response 

ready.  All you want is for them to respond with “tell me 

more”, you don’t initially need to give full details of your 

business. See ‘answering the horrible question’. 

• Many introverts find arriving early, so they can ‘stake 

out the joint’ helps. This allows them to find where they 

are most comfortable chatting, where the toilets etc. 

are, and other places they can go when they need to 

escape the conversation for a while. However, you can 

also do that on arrival at any time, and don’t have to be 

there excruciatingly early. Having somewhere to stand 

quietly, without fear of comment or discussion, helps 

many people maintain their energy and get through 

networking meetings. 
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During the meeting 

• Everybody is there to meet people, yet most feel 

uncomfortable starting a conversation with someone 

they don’t know. Do others a favour by starting a 

conversation with them. 

• When conversing, listen for and comment on shared 

values. It can help you make a better connection. 

• Be prepared to make an action note on somebody’s 

business card (e.g. Call Monday). Ask if they mind first, 

some people are insulted by mistreatment of their 

cards. 

• Keeping business cards. You may be given several 

cards, so have a system. Write notes, or even put cards 

from the ‘right people’ into your right pocket and cards 

from those you wish had been ‘left behind’ into your left 

pocket. It’s easy to remember the next day! 

• Add value to group conversations. Most people in 

small group discussions are focused on their own 

agenda, missing opportunities to ask a good question. 

As a good listener you can add value to the 

conversation by doing that once or twice. 

• Have somebody else introduce you. Introducing 

somebody else into a group discussion often leads to 

them introducing you and it feels easier 

• You may want to exit some conversations. Being 

able to exit ‘good conversations’ as well as 

conversations with people you want to get away from is 

a useful skill. Inviting one or two others into the 

conversation and thoughtfully introducing them (‘this is 
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Fred, he’s an amazing web designer’) works well, and 

makes it easier to slip out of the conversation a minute 

later. Exiting by complimenting and thanking the other 

person before going to fill your glass/ plate; or 

apologising as you’ve just seen somebody you had 

promised to meet can also work well. 

After the meeting 

Getting long-term value from the meeting requires follow up 

with the important people you met. Maybe a simple email (yes, 

you are still allowed to do that despite GDPR), or a phone call. 

An approach that works is to categorise people you met into:  

1. Potentially very important people for your network 

–phone them and arrange a follow up meeting. 

2. Maybe interesting – a call, or email to arrange a 

follow up phone meeting/ zoom call, and don’t forget 

connecting on LinkedIn. 

3. Unlikely to be interesting. At most you’re going to 

send an email saying it was good to meet them and 

restating the benefits you offer your customers. 

Many people don’t bother with this, but if you have a 

template it’s quick to send and might generate 

something. As a minimum you might want to 

connect on LinkedIn, thanking them for their time in 

meeting you at the networking event. You do, of 

course, never know who they know – but your time 

is limited so be polite and focus on the people more 

likely to be useful.  
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Help, if you hate open networking 

By its nature open networking has little structure. It’s easy to 

believe that only those outgoing, humorous, types do well at it. 

What’s more people worry about what to say, and how to 

‘compete’ for attention when such people are in the room. 

The lack of structure and perceived need to respond cleverly 

and quickly whilst being surrounded by people hanging your 

every word can be painful. Some things that help: 

• Create your own structure – you can apply some 

structure to conversations, and determine the number 

of, and pace at which you have them. Don’t be afraid to 

create a break where you pop outside for a ‘phone call’, 

you’ll be surprised how many others do! Five minutes 

on your own makes a big difference to the energy levels 

of many introvert’s.  

• Plan the time at which you’ll leave. You don’t have to 

stay to the bitter end, knowing when they’ll leave helps 

many people. 

• Invite other people you are comfortable talking to. 

Approaching a crowded room as a pair is less daunting 

than alone. 

• Can you get the guest list in advance? Knowing who 

will be there can help calm nerves. Connecting with 

some on LinkedIn before the meeting helps too. 

• Be comfortable only having a couple of in-depth 

discussions. You don’t have to hold court to the whole 

room at once. It’s OK to focus on only one or two 

people, and normally gives better results! 
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• Nobody to talk to? Being afraid of not having anybody 

to talk to is common. Joining a conversation is easier 

than you might expect, go for groups of people who are 

not huddled together in a closed formation and ask, 

“May I join you?” 

• Having a role helps many people. That maybe an 

official role (you offered the host some help), or a role 

you’ve given yourself (‘I’m doing a survey, would you 

answer 3 short questions for me’). Having a role gives 

us permission and purpose to talk to people, and the 

‘right’ to back out of the conversation if you start to feel 

uncomfortable (you need to go and do ‘your role’ for 

some other people). 

• You don’t have to be the chatty one in a group, let 

the extroverts do the hard work, while you focus on 

what you’re good at. Good listeners tend to be good at 

insightful questions or even a couple of prepared ones. 

“How did you get started in your business?” or “What 

changes do you see coming up in the X profession” 

Six simple points that make a difference: 

1. Stand tall, you look more confident. 

2. Keep your posture open and welcoming 

3. Smile and make eye-contact 

4. Wear something you like, which gets comments; it’s a 

simple conversation starter 

5. Compliment the other person, we tend to think more of 

people with a positive outlook 

6. Don’t try to be somebody else, focus on what you do 

well. 
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Most importantly 

Business networking is relationship-building with a purpose 

(getting business). It requires connecting with individuals. 

That’s something we all do, even though extroverts and 

introverts may go about it differently.  

The important part of the relationship building happens after 

the meeting. If you don’t follow up on the conversations, you 

wasted your time at the meeting. 

 

The next step in improving your networking results is either to 

focus on managing your network more effectively (doesn’t 

involve lots of networking meetings), or it’s about focusing on 

business networking meetings. Which is right for you? 

If you’re ready to start managing your network more 

effectively, read on; otherwise turn to page 28 to focus on your 

business networking meetings.  
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You want to get more business from your network.  

Networking meetings can be good, but they are not 

networking!  

Whether you don’t want to go to networking meetings, or you 

want more referrals while going to less networking meetings, 

this section will help you. 

Networking groups have a place, they may help you meet 

more people. If you need more people in your network and to 

meet people who are ready to pass referrals, think about going 

to business networking meetings (if there are any relevant for 

you). If this is important to you now, go to page 28. Otherwise, 

read on to get more value from your network, by managing it. 

You should be clear on your networking objective, how much 

you’re prepared to put into it, who will benefit from your 

product/ service and how to talk about it. If not, go to page 4. 

Are you actively targeting the best place to get referrals from? 

This book is about networking, but don’t forget the power of 

(ex)customers in generating referrals. Do you have a client 

referral strategy, that you use? If not, it’s worth starting there. 

Action – Plan how you will proactively get referrals from 

customers, rather than ‘just’ your network. 
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This section consists of 9 questions to help get more from 

managing your network (N1 to N9). The system works most 

effectively if you work through them and follow the instructions, 

rather than jumping to the section you like the most! 

This section covers: 

1. Identifying who is best able to help you achieve your 

networking objective. 

2. Who is already in your network? 

3. How ‘pushy’ are you prepared to be with them? 

4. How likely are they to know the right people? 

5. Checking they know exactly what you do/ want from 

them. 

6. Being front of mind for people in your network. 

7. Rating your relationships 

8. Using social networking to maintain your network. 

a. Using Facebook 

b. Using LinkedIn 

9. Ongoing network maintenance 

 

 

N1: What type of people are best able to help you 

achieve your networking objective?  

Yes, I know anybody might be able to help you, but you’ll get 

results faster if you focus on those more likely to be able to 

help you.  
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George is a sports masseur, initially he took the view that 

anybody would know somebody that needed a sports 

massage. He took his networking seriously but didn’t get 

much in the way of results.  

After a few months he rethought his strategy when he 

realised some people were more likely to know people in 

need of sports therapy. He changed the focus of his 

networking and created relationships with fitness 

instructors, other therapists and people involved in 

wellbeing.  

He was able to help them, and they could help him, as 

they both had clients and contacts who would benefit 

from each other’s services. His referrals went up by 60% 

in the next six months and carried on growing after that. 

In fact, referrals grew to the point that his only real 

marketing effort was maintaining the relationships with 

the key members of his network. His business grew, and 

he did less marketing. 

 

 

What type of people are most likely to be able to connect you 

with your dream customers?  

Focus on them, they are most likely to be able to help you 

achieve your networking objective. Use the following to 

generate ideas. 
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 What professions have similar client profiles to you? 

 Who writes to your client profile, in blogs, magazine 

articles etc? 

 What other professions do similar, but not quite the 

same as you? 

 Are there specialist insurers, or support providers for 

your type of client? 

 What professional bodies do your clients belong to? 

Who could you contact in those bodies, how can you 

work with those bodies? 

 Who do your clients network with? Is there a common 

theme, how could you network with them? 

 Are there others who do the same as you, with a slightly 

different specialism? 

 Where do your dream customers meet (training, 

networking, trade shows, etc)? Who organises those 

meetings? 

As you start to become aware of who you need in your 

network, you will be more able to find them, meet them and 

explain them to other people (who may also know them).  

One further thought – are there any super connectors you 

could get to know? Your super connector is somebody who 

knows several of the people you want to network with (e.g. if 

you want to network with Bookkeepers and you realise that all 

the local Bookkeepers know one Accountant well, that 

Accountant could be your super connector). 
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Knowing who is best able to help you achieve your networking 

objective may need you to start thinking about how to get to 

know people you don’t yet know! By developing relationships 

with people that know a lot of your dream customers, you are 

increasing your chances of getting the right referrals.  

Action: 

1: List the type of people best placed to help you. 

2: List any super connectors who know a lot of the people best 

placed to help you. 
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N2: Who is in your network?  

Before rushing off and starting to create new relationships, 

stop! Who you do already know? It’s easier to develop 

relationships you already have, than create new ones. 

‘Who is in your network’ can be a surprisingly hard question. 

It’s worth listing down all the people you know, who might be 

willing to help you with your networking objective.  

Stop now and start typing (you’ll need this list, so make it 

electronic). Consider old customers, old prospects, other 

business owners you met (and got on with), friends, 

colleagues from old jobs, mums you know from the school run, 

business owners you’ve bought ‘stuff’ from before, groups you 

belong to, people you’re connected with on social media and 

other people you know.  

Add a column to show roughly when you last spoke to them. 

This is the beginning of your networking relationship database. 

Many business owners find it scary seeing how long it is since 

they spoke to some of the people best able to help them! The 

date column is something you’ll use in future. 

Next, you’ll think about how you approach the people in your 

network, and what you do with them to get those referrals. 

Action: List the people in your network and roughly when you 

last spoke to them. 
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N3: How ‘pushy’ are you prepared to be with 

them?  

‘Pushy’ maybe the wrong word, but if you’re not prepared to 

talk business development with somebody, they’re less likely 

to be useful to you. You may not feel comfortable talking 

business with a distant relative, although they might be able to 

help you.  

I don’t advocate being pushy with your network, but you do 

need to be able to talk business, talk about what you want, 

what they want, how you might help each other. Over time you 

may need to get better at those kinds of discussions, but to 

help create focus let’s find the people you are most 

comfortable talking to. 

Action: Add a new column to your networking list and score: 

3 (happy to talk about my business, and ask for help),  

2 (would if the subject came up) or  

1 (not really happy to talk about business with them or ask for 

help).  
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N4: How likely are they to know the right people?  

Networking depends on the other person knowing the people 

you need to be in contact with/ sell to. The amazing thing 

about networking is you never know who somebody knows, 

until you know them well.  

I once wanted to contact somebody in the HR 

department of a local firm, to get work from them. I was 

shocked to discover one of my neighbours knew her and 

would introduce me. My neighbour worked in a totally 

different industry! 

 

However, you don’t have the time to get to know everybody 

you meet, you need a shortcut. Add another column and score  

• 3 if you think they are very likely to know lots of the right 

kind of people,  

• 2 if they may know some and  

• 1 if you doubt if they know many at all.  

Over time you’ll revise these numbers but start now. 

Next up is to think about approaching the people in your 

network, and how to manage them to get referrals for your 

business. 

Action: Grade your network list so you can see who is likely to 

be more important to you (for now) 
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N5: Do your network know exactly what you do/ 

want from them? 

When I say, ‘they know what you do and what you want from 

them’, I mean they could repeat it back to you, so you know 

they’ve got it right. Don’t ask ‘does that make sense to you’. 

Excluding those people, you’ve decided not to talk about 

business to (yet?), add a new column (3 if they know, 2 if 

you’re not sure and 1 if they know nothing).  

In future your job is to ensure that new people on your network 

list now enter as least as a 2; but we need to start somewhere.  

This may make you want to spend time and get back in 

contact with some of your network. Specially those who are 

likely to be able to help you, but un clear on what you do/ want. 

In which case, make a start, before carrying on. 

In other words if you have scored some people 1 for how much 

they know about what you do, 3 for knowing the right people 

and 3 for how prepared you are to ask them; you might want to 

arrange to meet up with them now! 

Action: Who are the top 5-10 people that you suspect may be 

able to help you? You’ll need them for the next exercise. 
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N6: Are you front of mind for people in your 

network?  

If someone knows what you want and don’t think of you at the 

right time, it won’t help. Achieving your networking objective is 

easier if you are front of your network’s minds (for the right 

reasons) when there’s an opportunity they could pass you.  

Being front of mind with somebody you have a low-grade 

relationship with is nothing like being front of mind where you 

have a strong relationship. Relationship quality counts. 

 

We’ve all met people who are highly visible, not for good 

reasons. You may have met people who are very credible but 

not very visible (they tend to get frustrated by people who are 

more visible, possibly with lower credibility). Successful 

networkers are in the seen, heard and listened to box. What 

can you do to move yourself towards that box? 
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Activities to help your visibility and credibility 

You are trying to be visible, for the right reasons, not becoming 

a diva and especially not about trying to sell to your key 

network contacts.  

• Using social media (discussed in a few pages time) 

• Speak up in meetings. Maybe just asking good 

questions that show your professionalism. 

• Give presentations on your subject, that your network 

sees you giving. 

• Summary videos of the presentations sent to/ available 

for your network 

• Writing regular articles on LinkedIn, your website, or 

other local media. You may want to send copies out, to 

ensure they see them (only when they are helpful to the 

recipient) 

• Sharing relevant, well written, articles on social media 

• Liking/ sharing your network’s articles or posts 

• Arrange to speak at industry events 

• Share your expertise in small focussed webinars, or 

discussions with your network. DO NOT make this part 

of a sales pitch, it’s about helping you be visible and 

credible to your network. 

Your chosen activities need to fit within your available time. 

The time required is normally less than attending regular 

networking meetings, as it’s very targeted.  

What feels most natural to you to do on a regular basis?  
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N7: Rate your relationships.  

Getting results from your network is all about the relationship 

you have with the people in your network. The better your 

relationship, the better the results.  

If you want help from others, focus on the relationship you 

have with them, rather than just asking for help. 

Frederick had a friend who was looking for a solicitor and 

knew two solicitors that could help. Both solicitors could 

have helped his friend, one solicitor he knew well, and 

the one he barely knew. Which do you think he was more 

likely to pass his close friends’ details to (and risk 

embarrassment if it didn’t work out)?   

 

There is no “right level” to get referrals, they can happen at 

any level; but people are more likely to put themselves out for 

somebody they a stronger relationship with. 

The network strength indicator (next page) measures the 

strength of your business relationships and gives ideas on how 

to move a relationship to the next step.  

Add the names of the 5-10 people you identified as your top 

networkers to the relevant step of the table. If all the level 1 

questions are true, consider level 2, etc. Don’t add somebody 

to a level where all the lower levels are not true (e.g. You can’t 

put somebody on ‘socialise’, if all the ‘classify’ questions are 

not true.) 
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IDENTIFY (step 1) 

• Know who they are  

• Have made contact with them 

CLASSIFY (step 2) 

• Have had an initial meeting, both get on and there’s a 

good reason to develop the relationship further. 

• You both understand each other’s current business 

aims and models. This knowledge probably is gained 

over several meetings. 

• You believe they are good at what they do and would 

be happy to pass important contacts to them. You have 

confidence that they will be treated and served well.  
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HELPED (step 3) 

• You have spent time helping them/ their business. 

• Have done some work together. This could be passing 

business or helping in some other way. 

COLLABORATE (step 4) 

• You get on well with each other. 

• Planned how you could work together. 

• You spend time helping each other’s businesses. 

• Actively working with them on a regular basis. 

SOCIALISE (step 5) 

• Socialise together 

• Know and interact with their family. 

FORMALISE (step 6) 

• You would consider formalising your business relationship 

in some way (contractually, or even putting parts of your 

business together).  

Action: Map your most important 3-5 network contacts onto 

the network strength indicator.  

It’s ‘lovely’ to have a good relationship with everybody, but get 

real, you don’t have the time! Focus on the most important 

people, those most able to help you achieve your networking 

objective. Add more later; but start where you’re most likely to 

get the best results. Don’t map everybody you know onto this 

tool. 
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Len was a sales manager for a large company, he was 

struggling to create all the sales opportunities he needed. 

In discussion he realised that he was well connected in 

the industry, but not making use of those contacts.  

His networking objective became to create an additional 

20% of sales, by using his network to put him in touch 

with potential buyers. He named the five people most 

able to help him achieve that objective and mapped them 

onto the network strength indicator. He was disappointed 

to realise that most of the useful people were on step one 

or step two, and then understood why he was getting few 

referrals. 

He planned to move each of the five up two levels over 

the next year and started work on his plan. We reviewed 

progress nine months later and he was already selling 

10% more, with further growth to come. 

 

The network strength indicator will help you judge your 

relationship strengths, and more importantly, what can you do 

to improve them further.  

Action: What you need to do in order to move your most 

important contacts a step higher? Do it now! 
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You’ve probably noticed a few things: 

• The model gives you a quick visual assessment of how 

strong your network is and what you need to do next. 

• This could take forever, unless you only plot those 

people most able to help you onto the grid, Try the most 

important 5 - 10 people (or those who’s scores from 

N3+N4+N5 add up to more than 6). 

• You may want to add a potentially great referrer to the 

grid, start them at step 0, and focus on what you need 

to do next. For example, a printer 30 miles from you 

who could (you’ve heard) pass you a lot of business, 

could be added to the model, with your first action being 

to meet him. 

• ‘Socialise’ (step 5) comes after business, as the model 

is about focusing you on the right business relationships 

and actions. You don’t add people onto step 3, unless 

they’d pass steps 1 and 2. Being great social friends 

with somebody is no good to your business, unless you 

also have a good business relationship with them.  

• Formalise (step 6) comes after socialise as it’s, 

perhaps, the ultimate point of trust and friendship. You 

might not actually bring your businesses together, but 

you could – if you chose, as you trust them enough. 

Action: Note an action to improve, or maintain, each 

relationship over the next three months. One action doesn’t 

make referrals, but building the right relationships does. 
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Relationship maintenance 

Getting good results from your network means having good, 

and up to date relationships.  

I used to have an amazing connection with the best 

Sales Director I’d ever known, we’d be in regular contact, 

helping each other. For various personal reasons 

(nothing to do with him), we drifted out of contact.  

Years later I now feel too embarrassed to call him, and 

he probably wouldn’t be willing to help me. The 

relationship degraded, as I didn’t take the effort to look 

after it.  

 

Like our roads, relationships degrade if you don’t maintain 

them, leading to poorer results.  

What could you do to maintain the relationships? This depends 

on you, your interests, your contacts, their interests and what 

you’ve agreed to do.  

The date column in your network database is useful here. 

Some introverts (who often work in a very systematic way) 

have a date column and an activity column; they record what 

they did and when. Their aim is to do lots of small and easy 

(for them) actions regularly, rather than meeting up for a big 

lunch every month (harder for them to do). 
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What you cannot do, is leave it up to the other person. As it’s 

your business, you need to be proactive. What will you do, and 

how often?   

• Phone call once a week/ month 

• Pass regular referrals to them 

• Catch up for a beer/ coffee/ lunch each month 

• Families meet up on a Sunday every month or so 

• Like/ comment/ share their social media posts regularly 

• Spot news articles they may find interesting and send 

them over.  

The overriding thing you’re likely to be doing is helping them 

achieve their networking objective. 
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N8: How are you using social networking to 

maintain your network? 

Visiting people is not the only way to maintain business 

relationships. Social media is a tremendous tool for managing 

your network. This section contains tips on: 

• Dealing with the biggest social media fears 

• Using Facebook as part of your networking routine 

• Using LinkedIn as part of your networking routine 

Many introverted business owners (and some extroverted 

ones) don’t feel comfortable spending all their time face to face 

with people; but find a structured approach to keeping in 

contact and helping their ‘friends’ on social media works well. 

They normally get better results, as they are constantly doing a 

small amount (rather than somebody who has a grandiose 

meeting, or long lunch, every few months). Regular interaction 

is more powerful than large and irregular action. 

What most people call ‘Social Media’ is better thought of as a 

set of tools for networking (keeping in touch, getting to know 

people, helping each other and getting referrals as a result).  

Using the suite of tools as a proactive way of ‘keeping in 

touch’, to support face to face meetings is an efficient use of 

time.  

The tools allow precise targeting and (done well) can get you 

other followers (people into your network) as well. 
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Adding structure to your social networking 

1. Know your objective.  Maintain contact with your 

network and deepen existing networking relationships. 

Don’t try to get business purely from social media (at 

least not initially). Use social networking to enhance 

your other activities, not than replace them.  

2. Which platforms will you use? Two that are good for 

networking interaction are Facebook (for close contacts, 

in a controlled way, with specific purpose) and LinkedIn 

(it’s a business platform).  More about these later. 

3. How will you decide who to network with online? It’s 

possible to spend all day, every day, chatting to people 

online and get nothing. Focus on the people you want to 

maintain relationships with. Or if your objective is to 

meet new people, focus on new people. No focus leads 

to no results and/ or no time to enjoy them. 

4. How much time will you spend? However busy you 

are an amount of time needs to be spent doing ongoing 

marketing (that’s what networking is). Structured social 

networking is time efficient. Set, and don’t exceed, your 

time budget. This budget links your social networking, 

and overall networking objectives. 

5. What will you do in that time? This activity could be 

endless! Give yourself a list of regular tasks, stick to it. 

All the people that stick to preset tasks get better 

results, in less time than those who start well, but end 

up ‘chatting’ (just like face to face networking, you could 

chat endlessly and get nowhere, or you could 

remember your objective and get on with it).  
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Combatting the social media fears. 

Typically fears of business owners include: 

• Not enough time. 

• Not enough expertise on all the social media channels 

• Don’t know what to say 

• There’s too much ‘noise out there’ 

• It’s all about advertising, not networking 

The biggest fear, and most common problem, is time. Social 

media like Facebook is designed to distract you and keep you 

online for longer!  

 

A combination of discipline, clear objectives, clear action plan 

and an alarm clock solve the problem. Do what you need to do 

and get offline as your alarm sounds. Even if you haven’t 

completed your daily routine, get offline, before you become 

another person to ‘prove’ Pareto’s law (80% of the benefits, 

come in 20% of the time). 
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Stick to your chosen tools (LinkedIn and possibly Facebook). 

These two tools allow you to connect with virtually everybody 

in your network. You don’t need to spend time learning other 

tools that give you a smaller networking benefit. Some 

business owners do well from other platforms, sometimes it’s 

personal preference and sometimes they’re not their activities 

are more like advertising (not networking). 

“I don’t know what to say”. Clear objectives, routine and 

conversation save you needing to come up with clever 

marketing messages. You are simply ‘chatting’ or sharing your 

views on subjects your dream customers find interesting.  

 

Some people find the social tools to be unfriendly, noisy and 

full of people showing off or mouthing off. Let’s be honest, 

there’s a lot of that going on. However, by following your own 

objectives, only focusing on specific people, and by simply 

adding to their posts you are being helpful, interesting and 

showing you care (as opposed to electronic extroverts who 

show off, mouth off and never shut up).  
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Using Facebook to enhance your networking 

Do you connect with your close business contacts on 

Facebook, so you can keep in touch, add comments to their 

‘lives’ and enjoy them adding comments to your life?  

This is no more than most people would do with their most 

important contacts, if they had the time to see them face to 

face. Facebook makes it quicker and allows you to choose a 

time to suit you (asynchronous networking). It can be easier to 

network electronically than face to face. 

Your Facebook routine 

1. Connect with your more important networking contacts 

and spend a few minutes each week to add a comment 

to something they post (where you consider it relevant), 

or simply liking something you see they’ve done. 

2. Share something you’ve been up to recently. This will 

make it easier for them to get into discussion with you. 

You can choose to share this post with your business 

contacts only.  

There are many more things you can do with Facebook; 

however, these two steps are the easiest way to help maintain 

or enhance your networking relationships. 

Neil is an independent financial advisor, one of his selling 

points is that he becomes more than simply an advisor. 

He connects with his clients and introducers (who are 

willing to) on Facebook, so they see some family 
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information about his life, and he gets to see a bits about 

them (when he has time).  

When he is due to meet (or speak to) one of his 

introducers he spends a minute to look at their recent 

posts.  

He sometimes uses the information at the beginning of 

their conversation, rather than letting it go straight to 

‘business talk’.  

Before doing this as (being very introverted) he hated the 

‘small talk’ part of the discussion, as he never knew what 

to say and hated vacuous questions. Now, he has one or 

two things of interest to them he can politely ask, or 

comment on, as the discussion starts. He finds the 

conversation flows more smoothly. He’s also found his 

introducers like it, as they can also reciprocate more 

easily than before.  

As he explained, ‘as an introverted and private person I 

never used to share much about me with contacts, but 

I’ve found it helps them get into conversation more easily. 

I only share a few bits on Facebook, but it really helps’. 

 

Some people say they’re too private to share things ‘with the 

whole world’, have found some of the following points useful: 

• Your objective is to simply allow them to get to know 

you a little more than you might at a business meeting, 

allowing your relationship grow stronger. 
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• You can add them as ‘friends’ and not share most of 

your more posts with them, simply by classifying them 

as ‘acquaintances’. Each time you post you have a very 

simple choice of sharing your update with all friends, or 

all friends except acquaintances. That means you can 

use Facebook without them seeing all your updates.  

• If you who don’t like posting on Facebook, consider it as 

a way of occasionally sharing something to your 

business contacts that’s a little bit more than simply 

about your business. If they don’t like the type of thing 

that goes on in your life, are they likely to be a good 

long-term contact for you?  

• Don’t worry about sharing a few things, just don’t 

overdo it and post about the dinner you’ve just cooked 

two or three times a day (unless your network are all 

foodies). 
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Using LinkedIn to enhance your networking. 

LinkedIn is a business networking tool you should use to 

connect with all the people in your network. Create a simple 

routine, which can be as little as nine minutes a day. Do the 

relevant actions every day (or week, the frequency is your 

choice). Just remember to STOP once your timer says to! 

An effective networking routine is: 

 

• Scan down your timeline: Look for posts your contacts 

have made which you can comment on or like. These 

micro actions will help them remember who you are, a 

good comment can help maintain/ develop the 

relationship strength.  

• Share a post: Your contacts will be pleased if you 

share one of their posts with all your LinkedIn 

connections. It also puts your name in front of all your 

LinkedIn contacts, helping to keep you front of mind and 

shows you work collaboratively. Warning: never share 

links to items you haven’t read and agree with. 
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• Write a post. This is normally about something you’ve 

been doing in your business life, or maybe an item 

(news page, business article, or one of your own blog 

posts) you think will be of interest to your dream 

customers. This keeps you in touch with your contacts, 

reinforces your relevance to them and helps maintain 

your relationship. TIP: Spend two minutes a day on the 

BBC website’s business news, there’s nearly always an 

article you could share (it’s a useful time anyway).  

• Research: Read the profiles of contacts you are going 

to speak to that day. This will help you get into 

conversation with them, as it allows you to see what 

they’ve been posting about, or what’s written on their 

profiles. This element of conversational structure can 

help introverts and more importantly shows the other 

person you’re interested and professional. 

Whatever your routine, remember your objective. You are 

attempting to remain front of mind with your audience, 

reinforce your expertise and maintain the relationship you have 

with them. That’s why scan, share, write, research works well 

as a routine. 

Martin used to spend three hours a day going to business 

networking meetings and was beginning to find he was 

tired, overfed, and not really getting a lot of business from 

his efforts. As he later said to me ‘I realised that I wasn’t 

giving myself enough time to follow up, develop 

relationships, and as an introvert I was struggling to say a 

lot in the meetings anyway’. 
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He changed his strategy, spending 30 minutes daily on 

LinkedIn (with a timer so he didn’t overrun) and going to 

one less networking meeting each week (time neutral). 

His LinkedIn daily routine became: 

1: Set his timer to 30 minutes (he found it was easy to 

stay for too long otherwise). 

2: Write two posts he thought his contacts would find 

useful each day, adding ‘like’ or ‘commenting on’ posts 

his contacts had made. Quite often these comments 

developed into electronic discussions 

3: Share posts of people he wanted to be on good terms 

with, where the post was relevant to his audience. This 

often meant the person whose post he’d shared would 

come back to him and thank him. 

4: Read profiles of the people he was going to meet later 

in the day. He’d try to include some of the information 

gleaned into his discussion; this varied from ‘Oh I liked 

your post about xyz’ to ‘I see that you’re interested in…’ 

After three months he was getting more referrals into his 

business than before. He dropped another face to face 

networking meeting and gained even more business in 

the next year. As Martin said ‘More people were phoning 

me with business or introducing me on LinkedIn to 

somebody who needed my services, and they needed 

less time to ‘sell to’ because they already knew how I 

could help them. But the best thing was I was able to 

increase my prices and saved myself a lot of time’  
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N9: Ongoing network management. 

Consistently keeping in touch, remaining front of mind and 

keeping the relationship focused on business will improve your 

results. Checking and resetting your networking actions every 

3 months will keep you focused and up to date. Each three 

months use the network strength indicator to check where (and 

who) your most important contacts are now. 

1. New: Are there new contacts you need to add to your 

VIP list, so you can work with them over the next few 

months? Adding new, potentially better referrers will 

help you achieve or exceed your networking objective. 

2. Prune: It may be prudent to remove a contact from your 

VIP list, to allow you to focus elsewhere. Before 

removing somebody you previously thought was 

important think - is it that you didn’t get on, that they 

didn’t deliver, or that you weren’t completing your 

actions? If it’s about you, maybe they shouldn’t be 

removed! 

3. Decide: Looking at each of the people on your grid, 

what actions are you going to take over the next three 

months?  

Your 3-month relationship action plans might end up like: 

Bert is potentially very important, I want to be able to 

move Bert from level 2 (Classify) to level 3 (Helped), so I 

will: 

1 - Proactively find 3 referrals for Bert 
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2 - Offer my services to help Bert with an issue he has in 

his business, that I can solve for him (I’ll do it for free). 

Amanda is currently on level 4 (collaborating) and this is 

working well. Although I want to enhance this, it’s not my 

focus this quarter. I will: 

1 - Meet her to arrange the next 2 workshops we have 

agreed to jointly run. 

2 - Focus on sharing her LinkedIn posts once a week. 

 

Your relationship action plan should show where you want to 

move a person to, with the emphasis on the action you will 

take to get there. 

To grow referrals from your network involves investing in the 

most important people in your network, adding new people and 

being proactive with the actions you set yourself. 

It’s not an onerous task. The amount of work you put in should 

be relative to the results you want, and you’re choosing the 

time you spend (as well as who goes on the list and the 

actions you’ll take). 
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Your ongoing network management routine 

1. Create new relationship plans for the ‘VIPs’ each 

quarter  

2. Do the actions!  

3. Review your marketing each six months (page 4)  

4. Review your networking objectives (page 4) each year 

so you keep it all in proportion with what you are trying 

to achieve in your business. 

Networking is about proactive and strategic management of 

your network, not rushing around desperately trying to sell to 

anybody you’ve met in the past. You’ll get better responses 

when you’re helping the people in your network 

Enjoy yourself, and good luck. Please email me and let me 

know how you get on. 

 

Jon 
Jon+ninja@jon-baker.me

mailto:Jon+ninja@jon-baker.me
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